
Confetti Star Quilt  - 48” x 64”  
Workshop taught by Lisa Norton and Lora Zmak 
Pattern can be purchase for whole sale cost ($5) at workshop.  

Join twin instructors, Lisa and Lora in a Confetti Star Quilt party. 
Learn a revolutionary technique that super simplifies the cutting and 
piecing of the  
Hunter Star Block. Laugh and enjoy the sisters’ humor and expertise 
as you  
create the 48” x 64” throw size Confetti Star quilt.  

Email Lisa at materialgirlfriend@yahoo.com with any questions 
regarding the class or class supplies. Class is geared for confident 
beginners to advanced quilters.  
Material Girlfriends Patterns  www.QuiltPatternsDirect.com/blog 

Fabric Requirements For Class  
Come to class with these already cut: 
Twenty-four dark 10” squares  
Twenty-four light 10” squares 

Cake Layer friendly pattern. You can choose scrappy for both dark and light fabrics. OR choose one fabric 
for the lights and scrappy fabrics for darks. OR you can do scrappy light fabrics and one fabric for the 
darks. The pattern also works for just 2 fabrics- one light and one dark as well. The sample quilt used 
scrappy bright solids for the 10” dark squares and white solid for the 10” light squares. 
You’ll need 1 ¾ yards if you choose to use one fabric for your twenty-four 10” squares. 

Class Supply List  
Bring: 
Sewing machine in good working condition, plus sewing machine’s instruction manual 
Rotary cutter with sharp blade and cutting mat 
Neutral piecing thread 
Scissors 
Seam ripper 
Straight pins 
2 ½” x 18” Omni grid ruler or other size quilter’s ruler (2 ½” width is convenient but not necessary) 
8 1/2” square (or larger) 
Reading glasses! (You can only sew as well as you can see!) 

Optional Supplies, Nice to have but not necessary 

Travel iron and pad 
Desk task light (You can only sew as well as you can see!) 
Marti Mitchell Corner Trimmer tool 
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